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Abstract: We present a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) algorithm for semi-explicit
index-1 stochastic differential-algebraic equations. It is natural to model isoenergetic-isochoric
(constant energy-constant volume) flash processes with such equations. The algorithm uses the
continuous-discrete extended Kalman filter (EKF) for state estimation, and it uses a single-
shooting method to solve the involved optimal control problems. It computes the gradients
with an adjoint method. The isoenergetic-isochoric flash is also called the UV flash, and it
is important to rigorous models of phase equilibrium processes because it is a mathematical
statement of the second law of thermodynamics. NMPC algorithms for UV flash processes are
therefore relevant to both safe and economical operation of phase equilibrium processes such
as flash separation, distillation, two-phase flow in pipes, and oil production. We design the
NMPC algorithm for disturbance rejection, and we therefore augment the state vector with
the unknown disturbance variables in the continuous-discrete EKF. We present a numerical
example of economical NMPC of a UV flash separation process. It involves output constraints
and the estimation of an unknown and unmeasured disturbance. The computation time of the
NMPC algorithm does not exceed 3.14 s in any of the 5 min control intervals. This indicates
that real-time NMPC of UV flash separation processes is computationally feasible.
Keywords: Nonlinear model predictive control, The extended Kalman filter, Single-shooting,
Disturbance rejection, Vapor-liquid equilibrium, Differential-algebraic equations
1. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) algorithms
compute a closed-loop feedback control strategy using the
moving horizon optimization principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence of open-loop optimal control problems (OCPs)
(Binder et al., 2001). The objective of NMPC algorithms
is either to optimize the economics of the process or to
minimize the distance to predefined setpoints. NMPC al-
gorithms are used to control a variety of chemical processes
including stirred tank reactors, batch reactors, fermentors,
distillation columns, and production from oil reservoirs.
Chemical processes often involve thermodynamic equilib-
rium between phases. The phase equilibrium conditions
are derived from the second law of thermodynamics, i.e.
the entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maxi-
mal. The isoenergetic-isochoric (constant energy-constant
volume) flash is a mathematical statement of the second
law of thermodynamics and is therefore key to rigorous
modeling of phase equilibrium processes. The isoenergetic-
isochoric flash is also called the UV (or UVn) flash be-
cause it involves constraints on the internal energy, U ,
the volume, V , and the total mixture composition (in
moles), n. The solution to the UV flash is the equi-
librium temperature, pressure, and phase compositions
 This project is funded by Innovation Fund Denmark in the
OPTION project (63-2013-3).
which maximize the entropy subject to these constraints.
Therefore, the UV flash can be formulated as an equality-
constrained optimization problem (Michelsen, 1999). The
phase equilibrium conditions are the corresponding first-
order optimality conditions which are a set of algebraic
equations. Consequently, it is natural to model dynamic
UV flash processes with differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs). The UV flash has been used in models of flash
separation (Castier, 2010; Arendsen and Versteeg, 2009;
Lima et al., 2008), distillation (Flatby et al., 1994), and
computational fluid dynamical processes (Hammer and
Morin, 2014; Qiu et al., 2014). Furthermore, algorithms
for dynamic optimization and state estimation of UV
flash processes have been considered recently (Ritschel and
Jørgensen, 2018; Ritschel et al., 2018). However, NMPC of
UV flash processes has not yet been addressed.
NMPC algorithms combine state estimation algorithms
with dynamic optimization algorithms. The extended
Kalman filter (EKF) is commonly used for state estima-
tion of nonlinear processes (Mobed et al., 2017; Jørgensen
et al., 2007). Alternatives include the unscented Kalman
filter and particle filters (Simon, 2006) as well as the en-
semble Kalman filter (Evensen, 2009a,b), moving-horizon
estimation (Alessandri et al., 2010), and neural network-
based algorithms (Talebi et al., 2010). OCPs are often
solved with direct methods (Binder et al., 2001), i.e. single-
shooting, multiple-shooting, or simultaneous collocation.
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Therefore, the UV flash can be formulated as an equality-
constrained optimization problem (Michelsen, 1999). The
phase equilibrium conditions are the corresponding first-
order optimality conditions which are a set of algebraic
equations. Consequently, it is natural to model dynamic
UV flash processes with differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs). The UV flash has been used in models of flash
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Kalman filter (EKF) is commonly used for state estima-
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et al., 2007). Alternatives include the unscented Kalman
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sequence f open-loop op imal control problems (OCPs)
(Binder et al., 2001). The objective of NMPC algorithms
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1. I I
onlinear odel predictive control ( ) algorith s
co pute a closed-loop feedback control strategy using the
oving horizon opti ization principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence of open-loop opti al control proble s ( s)
( inder et al., 2001). he objective of algorith s
is either to opti ize the econo ics of the process or to
ini ize the distance to predefined setpoints. al-
gorith s are used to control a variety of che ical processes
including stirred tank reactors, batch reactors, fer entors,
distillation colu ns, and production fro oil reservoirs.
he ical processes often involve ther odyna ic equilib-
riu bet een phases. he phase equilibriu conditions
are derived fro the second la of ther odyna ics, i.e.
the entropy of a closed syste in equilibriu is axi-
al. he isoenergetic-isochoric (constant energy-constant
volu e) flash is a athe atical state ent of the second
la of ther odyna ics and is therefore key to rigorous
odeling of phase equilibriu processes. he isoenergetic-
isochoric flash is also called the (or n) flash be-
cause it involves constraints on the internal energy, ,
the volu e, V , and the total ixture co position (in
oles), n. he solution to the flash is the equi-
libriu te perature, pressure, and phase co positions
 This project is funded by Innovation Fund en ark in the
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hich axi ize the entropy subject to these constraints.
herefore, the flash can be for ulated as an equality-
constrained opti ization proble ( ichelsen, 1999). he
phase equilibriu conditions are the corresponding first-
order opti ality conditions hich are a set of algebraic
equations. onsequently, it is natural to odel dyna ic
flash processes ith differential-algebraic equations
( s). he flash has been used in odels of flash
separation ( astier, 2010; rendsen and ersteeg, 2009;
Li a et al., 2008), distillation ( latby et al., 1994), and
co putational fluid dyna ical processes ( a er and
orin, 2014; iu et al., 2014). urther ore, algorith s
for dyna ic opti ization and state esti ation of
flash processes have been considered recently ( itschel and
Jørgensen, 2018; itschel et al., 2018). o ever, of
flash processes has not yet been addressed.
algorith s co bine state esti ation algorith s
ith dyna ic opti ization algorith s. he extended
al an filter ( ) is co only used for state esti a-
tion of nonlinear processes ( obed et al., 2017; Jørgensen
et al., 2007). lternatives include the unscented al an
filter and particle filters (Si on, 2006) as ell as the en-
se ble al an filter ( vensen, 2009a,b), oving-horizon
esti ation ( lessandri et al., 2010), and neural net ork-
based algorith s ( alebi et al., 2010). s are often
solved ith direct ethods ( inder et al., 2001), i.e. single-
shooting, ultiple-shooting, or si ultaneous collocation.
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the unknown disturbance variables in the continuous-discrete EKF. e present a numerical
example of economical N PC of a UV flash separation process. It involves output constraints
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear model predictive control (N PC) algorithms
compute a closed-loop feedback control strategy using the
moving horizon optimization principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence of open-loop optimal control problems (OCPs)
(Binder et al., 2001). The objective of N PC algorithms
is either to optimize the economics of the process or to
minimize the distance to predefined setpoints. N PC al-
gorithms are used to control a variety of chemical processes
including stirred tank reactors, batch reactors, fermentors,
distillation columns, and production from oil reservoirs.
Chemical processes often involve thermodynamic equilib-
rium between phases. The phase equilibrium conditions
are derived from the second law of thermodynamics, i.e.
the entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maxi-
mal. The isoenergetic-isochoric (constant energy-constant
volume) flash is a mathematical statement of the second
law of thermodynamics and is therefore key to rigorous
modeling of phase equilibrium processes. The isoenergetic-
isochoric flash is also called the UV (or UVn) flash be-
cause it involves constraints on the internal energy, U ,
the volume, V , and the total mixture composition (in
moles), n. The solution to the UV flash is the equi-
librium temperat re, pressure, and phase co positions
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which maximize the entropy subject to these constraints.
Therefore, the UV flash can be formulated as an equality-
constrained optimization problem ( ichelsen, 1999). The
phase equilibrium conditions are the corresponding first-
order optimality conditions which are a set of algebraic
equations. Consequently, it is natural to model dynamic
UV flash processes with differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs). The UV flash has been used in models of flash
separation (Castier, 2010; Arendsen and Versteeg, 2009;
Lima et al., 2008), distillation (Flatby et al., 1994), and
computational fluid dynamical processes (Hammer and
orin, 2014; Qiu et al., 2014). Furthermore, algorithms
for dynamic optimization and state estimation of UV
flash processes have been considered recently (Ritschel and
Jørgensen, 2018; Ritschel et al., 2018). However, N PC of
UV flash processes has not yet been addressed.
N PC algorithms combine state estimation algorithms
with dynamic optimization algorithms. The extended
Kalman filter (EKF) is commonly used for state estima-
tion of nonlinear processes ( obed et al., 2017; Jørgensen
et al., 2007). Alternatives include the unscented Kalman
filter and particle filters (Simon, 2006) as well as the en-
semble Kalman filter (Evensen, 2009a,b), moving-horizon
estimation (Alessandri et al., 2010), and neural network-
based algorithms (Talebi et al., 2010). OCPs are often
solved with direct methods (Binder et al., 2001), i.e. single-
shooting, multiple-shooting, or simultaneous collocation.
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N nlinear m del red ctive ontrol (NMPC) algorithms
comput a cl s d-l feedback strategy using the
moving h rizon optimiza i n principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence of en-loop optimal contr l problems (OCPs)
(Binder e al., 2001). The obj ctive of NMPC algorithms
is eit er to optimize the economics the process or to
minimize the dis ce to predefin d setpoints. NMPC al-
gorithms are used to control a variety of chemical p ocesses
including stirred tank reactors, batch react rs, fermentors,
distillation c lumns, and production from oil reservoirs.
Chemical processes oft n involve thermodynamic equ lib-
rium between phases. The phase equilibrium conditions
ar derived from the second law f thermodynamics, i.e.
the entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maxi-
mal. The isoenergetic-i ochor (constant energy-constant
volume) flash is a athematical stat m nt of the second
law of thermodyn mics an is th refore key to rigorous
m d ling of p a e equilibrium processes. The isoenergetic
isochoric flash i also called the UV (or UVn) flash be-
cause it involv s constraints on the internal energy, U ,
the volume, V , and the tal mixture composition (in
moles), n. The solution to the UV fl h is the equi-
librium temperat re, pressure, and phase co pos tions
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w ich maximize the entro y subject to these constr ints.
T er fore, the UV flash ca be formulated as an equality
con trained op i ization problem (Mi hel n, 1999). The
phase equilibr um conditions are the correspondin fi st-
order ptimality cond ions which re a set of algebra
equations. C nsequently, it is nat ral to dynamic
UV flash process s wit diff rential- lgebraic equations
(DAEs). The UV flash h s b en used in models of fl sh
separa ion (Castier, 2010; Arendsen and Versteeg, 2009;
Li a et al., 2008), distillation ( latby t al. 1994),
c mput tional fluid dynamical processes (Hammer and
Morin, 2014; Qiu et l., 2014). Furthermore, algorithms
for dynamic optimization n stat s imation of UV
flash processes have bee considered recently (Ritschel and
Jørgen en, 2018; Ritschel et al., 2018). However, NMPC of
UV flash processe has not yet been addressed.
NMPC algorithms combine state estimation algorithms
with dynamic o tim zation algorithms. The xte d d
Kalman filter (EKF) i comm nly used for s ate esti a-
tion of nonlinear proc s es (M bed et al., 2017; Jørgense
et al., 2007). Alternatives include the unscented Kalma
fil er nd particle filters (Simon, 2 06) as well as the en
semble Kalman filter (Evensen, 2 09 ,b), moving-horizo
estimation (Al s andri et al., 2010), nd neural n twork
based algorithms (Talebi et al., 2010) OCPs are often
olved with direct methods (Binder et al., 2001), i.e. single-
shooting, multiple-shooting, or simultaneous collocation.
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Computationally efficient implementation of such methods
requires the evaluation of gradients. The gradients can
be computed with an adjoint method (Jørgensen, 2007)
or with a forward method (Kristensen et al., 2004) in
the single- and multiple-shooting approaches. NMPC algo-
rithms for disturbance rejection either 1) estimate the dis-
turbance variables (Vatankhah and Farrokhi, 2017; Morari
and Maeder, 2012; Huang et al., 2010) or 2) represent the
uncertainty in the disturbance variables with a scenario-
tree (Subramanian et al., 2015).
In this work, we present an NMPC algorithm for distur-
bance rejection in UV flash processes. The algorithm com-
bines the continuous-discrete EKF with single-shooting
and an adjoint method for computing gradients. We model
the UV flash processes with semi-explicit index-1 stochas-
tic DAEs. We augment the states with the disturbance
variables and exploit the structure of the augmented
DAE system to improve computational performance. We
use the open-source thermodynamic software ThermoLib
(Ritschel et al., 2017, 2016) to evaluate thermodynamic
functions. It is tailored for computation of first and second
order derivatives which are needed for efficient imple-
mentation of the single-shooting method and in the ad-
joint method. We present a numerical example of output-
constrained economical NMPC of a UV flash separation
process that involves an unknown and unmeasured distur-
bance.
This paper is structured as follows. We describe the semi-
explicit index-1 stochastic DAE system in Section 2, and
we discuss the numerical simulation of such systems in
Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the estimation of
the states and disturbance variables with the continuous-
discrete EKF. We describe the open-loop OCP and the
single-shooting method in Section 5. We describe the
flash separation process in Section 6, and we present the
numerical example in Section 7. Conclusions are given in
Section 8.
2. SEMI-EXPLICIT INDEX-1 STOCHASTIC
DIFFERENTIAL-ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
We consider stochastic DAEs that are in the form
G(x(t),y(t), z(t)) = 0, (1a)
dx(t) = F (y(t), u(t), d(t))dt+ σ(y(t), u(t), d(t))dω(t).
(1b)
x(t), y(t), and z(t) are vectors of state variables, algebraic
variables, and adjoint algebraic variables, respectively.
The algebraic equations (1a) represent phase equilibrium
conditions, and the stochastic differential equations (1b)
represent conservation equations. u(t) are the manipulated
inputs, and d(t) are the disturbance variables. The initial
states are normally distributed, i.e. x(t0) ∼ N(x0, P0).
ω(t) is a standard Wiener process, i.e. it has an incre-
mental covariance of Idt. The algebraic equations (1a) are
of index 1 for the processes that we consider. Therefore,
they can be solved for y(t) and z(t) when x(t) is given.
The measurements, ym(tk), of the outputs, z
m(tk), are
obtained at discrete times, tk:
zm(tk) = H(y(tk)), (2a)
ym(tk) = z
m(tk) + v(tk). (2b)
vk = v(tk) is the measurement noise. It is normally
distributed, i.e. vk ∼ N(0, Tk).
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
We discretize the stochastic DAE (1) with a semi-implicit
scheme, i.e. we discretize the drift and the diffusion terms
in (1b) with Euler’s implicit and explicit method, respec-
tively. Between measurement k and k+1, we compute Nk
time steps. In each time step, we solve Rk,n+1 = 0 for
wk,n+1 = [xk,n+1; yk,n+1; zk,n+1] where
Rk,n+1 = Rk,n+1(wk,n+1;xk,n, yk,n, uk, dk)
= Rk,n+1(xk,n+1, yk,n+1, zk,n+1;xk,n, yk,n, uk, dk)
=
[
Dk,n+1(xk,n+1, yk,n+1;xk,n, yk,n, uk, dk)
G(xk,n+1, yk,n+1, zk,n+1)
]
.
(3)
The discretized stochastic differential equations are
Dk,n+1 = Dk,n+1(xk,n+1, yk,n+1;xk,n, yk,n, uk, dk)
= xk,n+1 − F (yk,n+1, uk, dk)∆tk,n
− σ(yk,n, uk, dk)∆ωk,n − xk,n. (4)
We sample the increments, ∆ωk,n, from N(0, I∆tk,n). We
solve Rk,n+1 = 0 with an inexact Newton method:
wl+1k,n+1 = w
l
k,n+1 +∆w
l
k,n+1. (5)
In each Newton iteration, we solve
M∆wlk,n+1 = −Rk,n+1(wlk,n+1), (6)
for the Newton step. The iteration matrix, M , is
M ≈ ∂Rk,n+1
∂wk,n+1
=
 I −
∂F
∂y
∆tk,n 0
∂G
∂x
∂G
∂y
∂G
∂z
 . (7)
4. STATE AND DISTURBANCE ESTIMATION
In order to estimate the disturbances, we augment the
stochastic DAE system (1) with a stochastic differential
equation for the disturbance variables:
G(x(t),y(t), z(t)) = 0, (8a)
dx(t) = F (y(t), u(t),d(t))dt+ σ(y(t), u(t),d(t))dω(t),
(8b)
dd(t) = σddωd(t). (8c)
The measurement equations (2) remain unchanged. We
use σd to tune the filter. We initialize the continuous-
discrete EKF with xˆ0|−1 = x0, dˆ0|−1 = d0, P xx0|−1 = P
xx
0 ,
P dx0|−1 = 0, and P
dd
0|−1 = P
dd
0 . d0 is an initial estimate of the
disturbance variables. We use P dd0 for tuning of the filter.
4.1 Measurement-update
The one-step ahead prediction of the measurements,
yˆmk|k−1, and its approximate covariance, Tk|k−1, are
yˆmk|k−1 = H(yˆk|k−1), (9a)
Tk|k−1 = CkP xxk|k−1C
′
k + Tk, (9b)
where
Ck =
∂H
∂y
(yˆk|k−1)
∂yˆk|k−1
∂xˆk|k−1
. (10)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) algorithms
compute a closed-loop feedback control strategy using the
moving horizon optimization principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence of open-loop optimal control problems (OCPs)
(Binder et al., 2001). The objective of NMPC algorithms
is either to optimize the economics of the process or to
minimize the distance to predefined setpoints. NMPC al-
gorithms are used to control a variety of chemical processes
including stirred tank reactors, batch reactors, fermentors,
distillation columns, and production from oil reservoirs.
Chemical processes often involve thermodynamic equilib-
rium between phases. The phase equilibrium conditions
are derived from the second law of thermodynamics, i.e.
the entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maxi-
mal. The isoenergetic-isochoric (constant energy-constant
volume) flash is a mathematical statement of the second
law of thermodynamics and is therefore key to rigorous
modeling of phase equilibrium processes. The isoenergetic-
isochoric flash is also called the UV (or UVn) flash be-
cause it involves constraints on the internal energy, U ,
the volume, V , and the total mixture composition (in
moles), n. The solution to the UV flash is the equi-
librium temperature, pressure, and phase compositions
 This project is funded by Innovation Fund Denmark in the
OPTION project (63-2013-3).
which maximize the entropy subject to these constraints.
Therefore, the UV flash can be formulated as an equality-
constrained optimization problem (Michelsen, 1999). The
phase equilibrium conditions are the corresponding first-
order optimality conditions which are a set of algebraic
equations. Consequently, it is natural to model dynamic
UV flash processes with differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs). The UV flash has been used in models of flash
separation (Castier, 2010; Arendsen and Versteeg, 2009;
Lima et al., 2008), distillation (Flatby et al., 1994), and
computational fluid dynamical processes (Hammer and
Morin, 2014; Qiu et al., 2014). Furthermore, algorithms
for dynamic optimization and state estimation of UV
flash processes have been considered recently (Ritschel and
Jørgensen, 2018; Ritschel et al., 2018). However, NMPC of
UV flash processes has not yet been addressed.
NMPC algorithms combine state estimation algorithms
with dynamic optimization algorithms. The extended
Kalman filter (EKF) is commonly used for state estima-
tion of nonlinear processes (Mobed et al., 2017; Jørgensen
et al., 2007). Alternatives include the unscented Kalman
filter and particle filters (Simon, 2006) as well as the en-
semble Kalman filter (Evensen, 2009a,b), moving-horizon
estimation (Alessandri et al., 2010), and neural network-
based algorithms (Talebi et al., 2010). OCPs are often
solved with direct methods (Binder et al., 2001), i.e. single-
shooting, multiple-shooting, or simultaneous collocation.
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moving horizon optimization principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence of open-loop optimal control problems (OCPs)
(Binder et al., 2001). The objective of NMPC algorithms
is either to optimize the economics of the process or to
minimize the distance to predefined setpoints. NMPC al-
gorithms are used to control a variety of chemical processes
including stirred tank reactors, batch reactors, fermentors,
distillation columns, and production from oil reservoirs.
Chemical processes often involve thermodynamic equilib-
rium between phases. The phase equilibrium conditions
are derived from the second law of thermodynamics, i.e.
the entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maxi-
mal. The isoenergetic-isochoric (constant energy-constant
volume) flash is a mathematical statement of the second
law of thermodynamics and is therefore key to rigorous
modeling of phase equilibrium processes. The isoenergetic-
isochoric flash is also called the UV (or UVn) flash be-
cause it involves constraints on the internal energy, U ,
the volume, V , and the total mixture composition (in
moles), n. The solution to the UV flash is the equi-
librium temperature, pressure, and phase compositions
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which maximize the entropy subject to these constraints.
Therefore, the UV flash can be formulated as an equality-
constrained optimization problem (Michelsen, 1999). The
phase equilibrium conditions are the corresponding first-
order optimality conditions which are a set of algebraic
equations. Consequently, it is natural to model dynamic
UV flash processes with differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs). The UV flash has been used in models of flash
separation (Castier, 2010; Arendsen and Versteeg, 2009;
Lima et al., 2008), distillation (Flatby et al., 1994), and
computational fluid dynamical processes (Hammer and
Morin, 2014; Qiu et al., 2014). Furthermore, algorithms
for dynamic optimization and state estimation of UV
flash processes have been considered recently (Ritschel and
Jørgensen, 2018; Ritschel et al., 2018). However, NMPC of
UV flash processes has not yet been addressed.
NMPC algorithms combine state estimation algorithms
with dynamic optimization algorithms. The extended
Kalman filter (EKF) is commonly used for state estima-
tion of nonlinear processes (Mobed et al., 2017; Jørgensen
et al., 2007). Alternatives include the unscented Kalman
filter and particle filters (Simon, 2006) as well as the en-
semble Kalman filter (Evensen, 2009a,b), moving-horizon
estimation (Alessandri et al., 2010), and neural network-
based algorithms (Talebi et al., 2010). OCPs are often
solved with direct methods (Binder et al., 2001), i.e. single-
shooting, multiple-shooting, or simultaneous collocation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) algorithms
compute a cl sed-loop feedba k control strategy using the
moving horizon optimization principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence f open-loop op imal control problems (OCPs)
(Binder et al., 2001). The objective of NMPC algorithms
is either o optimize the economics of the process or to
minimize the distance to predefined setpoints. NMPC al-
gorithms are used to control a vari ty of chemical processes
including stirred tank reactors, batch reactors, fermentors,
distillation columns, and production from il reservoirs.
Chemical processes often involve thermodynamic equilib-
rium between phases. The phase equilibrium condit ons
are derived from the second law of thermodynamics, i.e.
th entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maxi-
mal. The isoenergetic-isochoric (constant energy-constant
volume) flash is a mathemat al statement of the second
law of thermodyna ics and is therefor key to rigorous
modeling of phase equilibrium processes. The isoenergetic-
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which maximize the entropy subject to these constraints.
T erefore, the UV flash can be formulated as an equ lity-
constrained optimization problem (Michelsen, 1999). The
pha e equilibriu conditions are the orresponding first-
order optimal ty conditions which are a set of al eb aic
equati ns. Consequently, it is natural to model dynam
UV flash pr cesses with differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs). The UV flash as b en used in models of flash
separation (Castier, 2010; Ar ndsen and Versteeg, 2009;
Lima et al., 2008), distillation (Flatby et al., 1994), and
co putational fluid dynamical process s (Hammer
Morin, 2014; Qiu et al., 2014). Furthermore, algorithms
for dynamic optimiz tion and state estimation of UV
flash processes have been consi ered r c n ly (Ritschel and
Jørgensen, 2018; Ritschel et al., 2018). However, NMPC of
UV fla h processes has not yet been addressed.
NMPC algorithms combine state estimation algorithms
with dynamic optimization algorithms. The extended
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et al., 2007). Alternatives include the unscented Kalma
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1. I I
onlinear odel predictive control ( ) algorith s
co pute a closed-loop feedback control strategy using the
oving horizon opti ization principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence of open-loop opti al control proble s ( s)
( inder et al., 2001). he objective of algorith s
is either to opti ize the econo ics of the process or to
ini ize the distance to predefined setpoints. al-
gorith s are used to control a variety of che ical processes
including stirred tank reactors, batch reactors, fer entors,
distillation colu ns, and production fro oil reservoirs.
he ical processes often involve ther odyna ic equilib-
riu bet een phases. he phase equilibriu conditions
are derived fro the second la of ther odyna ics, i.e.
the entropy of a closed syste in equilibriu is axi-
al. he isoenergetic-isochoric (constant energy-constant
volu e) flash is a athe atical state ent of the second
la of ther odyna ics and is therefore key to rigorous
odeling of phase equilibriu processes. he isoenergetic-
isochoric flash is also called the (or n) flash be-
cause it involves constraints on the internal energy, ,
the volu e, V , and the total ixture co position (in
oles), n. he solution to the flash is the equi-
libriu te perature, pressure, and phase co positions
 This project is funded by Innovation Fund en ark in the
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hich axi ize the entropy subject to these constraints.
herefore, the flash can be for ulated as an equality-
constrained opti ization proble ( ichelsen, 1999). he
phase equilibriu conditions are the corresponding first-
order opti ality conditions hich are a set of algebraic
equations. onsequently, it is natural to odel dyna ic
flash processes ith differential-algebraic equations
( s). he flash has been used in odels of flash
separation ( astier, 2010; rendsen and ersteeg, 2009;
Li a et al., 2008), distillation ( latby et al., 1994), and
co putational fluid dyna ical processes ( a er and
orin, 2014; iu et al., 2014). urther ore, algorith s
for dyna ic opti ization and state esti ation of
flash processes have been considered recently ( itschel and
Jørgensen, 2018; itschel et al., 2018). o ever, of
flash processes has not yet been addressed.
algorith s co bine state esti ation algorith s
ith dyna ic opti ization algorith s. he extended
al an filter ( ) is co only used for state esti a-
tion of nonlinear processes ( obed et al., 2017; Jørgensen
et al., 2007). lternatives include the unscented al an
filter and particle filters (Si on, 2006) as ell as the en-
se ble al an filter ( vensen, 2009a,b), oving-horizon
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based algorith s ( alebi et al., 2010). s are often
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear model predictive control (N PC) algorithms
compute a closed-loop feedback control strategy using the
moving horizon optimization principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence of open-loop optimal control problems (OCPs)
(Binder et al., 2001). The objective of N PC algorithms
is either to optimize the economics of the process or to
minimize the distance to predefined setpoints. N PC al-
gorithms are used to control a variety of chemical processes
including stirred tank reactors, batch reactors, fermentors,
distillation columns, and production from oil reservoirs.
Chemical processes often involve thermodynamic equilib-
rium between phases. The phase equilibrium conditions
are derived from the second law of thermodynamics, i.e.
the entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maxi-
mal. The isoenergetic-isochoric (constant energy-constant
volume) flash is a mathematical statement of the second
law of thermodynamics and is therefore key to rigorous
modeling of phase equilibrium processes. The isoenergetic-
isochoric flash is also called the UV (or UVn) flash be-
cause it involves constraints on the internal energy, U ,
the volume, V , and the total mixture composition (in
moles), n. The solution to the UV flash is the equi-
librium temperat re, pressure, and phase co positions
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which maximize the entropy subject to these constraints.
Therefore, the UV flash can be formulated as an equality-
constrained optimization problem ( ichelsen, 1999). The
phase equilibrium conditions are the corresponding first-
order optimality conditions which are a set of algebraic
equations. Consequently, it is natural to model dynamic
UV flash processes with differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs). The UV flash has been used in models of flash
separation (Castier, 2010; Arendsen and Versteeg, 2009;
Lima et al., 2008), distillation (Flatby et al., 1994), and
computational fluid dynamical processes (Hammer and
orin, 2014; Qiu et al., 2014). Furthermore, algorithms
for dynamic optimization and state estimation of UV
flash processes have been considered recently (Ritschel and
Jørgensen, 2018; Ritschel et al., 2018). However, N PC of
UV flash processes has not yet been addressed.
N PC algorithms combine state estimation algorithms
with dynamic optimization algorithms. The extended
Kalman filter (EKF) is commonly used for state estima-
tion of nonlinear processes ( obed et al., 2017; Jørgensen
et al., 2007). Alternatives include the unscented Kalman
filter and particle filters (Simon, 2006) as well as the en-
semble Kalman filter (Evensen, 2009a,b), moving-horizon
estimation (Alessandri et al., 2010), and neural network-
based algorithms (Talebi et al., 2010). OCPs are often
solved with direct methods (Binder et al., 2001), i.e. single-
shooting, multiple-shooting, or simultaneous collocation.
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Abstrac : We presen a onlinear model predictive control (NMPC) algor thm f r se -explic t
index-1 stochastic differentia -algebr ic equations. It is natural o model isoenergetic-isochoric
(c nstant energy-constant volume) flash processes wi h such equations. The algorithm uses the
continuous-discrete extended Kalman filter (EKF) for tate estimation, and it us a si gle-
shooting meth d t s lve t nvolved optimal control probl ms. It computes the gradients
with an djoint method. The isoenergetic-isochoric flash is al o called the UV flas , and it
is important o rig rous mod ls of phase equilibrium processes beca se it is a math matical
stat ment of the second law f thermodynamics. NMPC algorithms f r UV flash processes ar
therefore relevant t both safe and economic l opera ion of phase equilibrium proces es suc
as flash separation, distillation, two-phase flow in pip s, and oil production. We design the
NMPC algorithm for disturbance rejec ion, and we therefore augment the state vector with
the unkn wn disturbance variables in the continuous-discrete EKF. We resent a numerical
example of economical NMPC of a UV flash separation p ocess. I involv s ou put constraint
and the estimation f a unknown and unme sured disturba ce. The computation time of the
NMPC algorithm does not exceed 3.14 s in any of the 5 min con r l interv ls. This indicates
that real-time NMPC of UV flash separation processes is computationally feasible.
Keywords: Nonlinear model predictive control, The extended Kalm n filter, Single-shooting,
Disturbance rejection, Vapor-liquid equilibrium, Differential-algebraic equations
1. INTRODUCTIO
N nlinear m del red ctive ontrol (NMPC) algorithms
comput a cl s d-l feedback strategy using the
moving h rizon optimiza i n principle, i.e. by solving a
sequence of en-loop optimal contr l problems (OCPs)
(Binder e al., 2001). The obj ctive of NMPC algorithms
is eit er to optimize the economics the process or to
minimize the dis ce to predefin d setpoints. NMPC al-
gorithms are used to control a variety of chemical p ocesses
including stirred tank reactors, batch react rs, fermentors,
distillation c lumns, and production from oil reservoirs.
Chemical processes oft n involve thermodynamic equ lib-
rium between phases. The phase equilibrium conditions
ar derived from the second law f thermodynamics, i.e.
the entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maxi-
mal. The isoenergetic-i ochor (constant energy-constant
volume) flash is a athematical stat m nt of the second
law of thermodyn mics an is therefore key to rigorous
m d ling of p a e equilibrium processes. The isoenergetic
isochoric flash i also called the UV (or UVn) flash be-
cause it involv s constraints on the internal energy, U ,
the volume, V , and the tal mixture composition (in
moles), n. The solution to the UV fl h is the equi-
librium temperat re, pressure, and phase co pos tions
 This project is funded by Innovation Fund Denmark in the
OPTION project (63-2013-3).
w ich maximize the entro y subject to these constr ints.
T er fore, the UV flash ca be formulated as an equality
con trained op i ization problem (Mi hel n, 1999). The
phase equilibr um conditions are the correspondin fi st-
order ptimality cond ions which re a set of algebra
equations. C nsequently, it is nat ral to dynamic
UV flash process s wit diff rential- lgebraic equations
(DAEs). The UV flash h s b en used in models of fl sh
separa ion (Castier, 2010; Arendsen and Versteeg, 2009;
Li a et al., 2008), distillation ( latby t al. 1994),
c mput tional fluid dynamical processes (Hammer and
Morin, 2014; Qiu et l., 2014). Furthermore, algorithms
for dynamic optimization n stat s imation of UV
flash processes have bee considered recently (Ritschel and
Jørgen en, 2018; Ritschel et al., 2018). However, NMPC of
UV flash processe has not yet been addressed.
NMPC algorithms combine state estimation algorithms
with dynamic o tim zation algorithms. The xte d d
Kalman filter (EKF) i comm nly used for s ate esti a-
tion of nonlinear proc s es (M bed et al., 2017; Jørgense
et al., 2007). Alternatives include the unscented Kalma
fil er nd particle filters (Simon, 2 06) as well as the en
semble Kalman filter (Evensen, 2 09 ,b), moving-horizo
estimation (Al s andri et al., 2010), nd neural n twork
based algorithms (Talebi et al., 2010) OCPs are often
olved with direct methods (Binder et al., 2001), i.e. single-
shooting, multiple-shooting, or simultaneous collocation.
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Computationally efficient implementation of such methods
requires the evaluation of gradients. The gradients can
be computed with an adjoint method (Jørgensen, 2007)
or with a forward method (Kristensen et al., 2004) in
the single- and multiple-shooting approaches. NMPC algo-
rithms for disturbance rejection either 1) estimate the dis-
turbance variables (Vatankhah and Farrokhi, 2017; Morari
and Maeder, 2012; Huang et al., 2010) or 2) represent the
uncertainty in the disturbance variables with a scenario-
tree (Subramanian et al., 2015).
In this work, we present an NMPC algorithm for distur-
bance rejection in UV flash processes. The algorithm com-
bines the continuous-discrete EKF with single-shooting
and an adjoint method for computing gradients. We model
the UV flash processes with semi-explicit index-1 stochas-
tic DAEs. We augment the states with the disturbance
variables and exploit the structure of the augmented
DAE system to improve computational performance. We
use the open-source thermodynamic software ThermoLib
(Ritschel et al., 2017, 2016) to evaluate thermodynamic
functions. It is tailored for computation of first and second
order derivatives which are needed for efficient imple-
mentation of the single-shooting method and in the ad-
joint method. We present a numerical example of output-
constrained economical NMPC of a UV flash separation
process that involves an unknown and unmeasured distur-
bance.
This paper is structured as follows. We describe the semi-
explicit index-1 stochastic DAE system in Section 2, and
we discuss the numerical simulation of such systems in
Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the estimation of
the states and disturbance variables with the continuous-
discrete EKF. We describe the open-loop OCP and the
single-shooting method in Section 5. We describe the
flash separation process in Section 6, and we present the
numerical example in Section 7. Conclusions are given in
Section 8.
2. SEMI-EXPLICIT INDEX-1 STOCHASTIC
DIFFERENTIAL-ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
We consider stochastic DAEs that are in the form
G(x(t),y(t), z(t)) = 0, (1a)
dx(t) = F (y(t), u(t), d(t))dt+ σ(y(t), u(t), d(t))dω(t).
(1b)
x(t), y(t), and z(t) are vectors of state variables, algebraic
variables, and adjoint algebraic variables, respectively.
The algebraic equations (1a) represent phase equilibrium
conditions, and the stochastic differential equations (1b)
represent conservation equations. u(t) are the manipulated
inputs, and d(t) are the disturbance variables. The initial
states are normally distributed, i.e. x(t0) ∼ N(x0, P0).
ω(t) is a standard Wiener process, i.e. it has an incre-
mental covariance of Idt. The algebraic equations (1a) are
of index 1 for the processes that we consider. Therefore,
they can be solved for y(t) and z(t) when x(t) is given.
The measurements, ym(tk), of the outputs, z
m(tk), are
obtained at discrete times, tk:
zm(tk) = H(y(tk)), (2a)
ym(tk) = z
m(tk) + v(tk). (2b)
vk = v(tk) is the measurement noise. It is normally
distributed, i.e. vk ∼ N(0, Tk).
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
We discretize the stochastic DAE (1) with a semi-implicit
scheme, i.e. we discretize the drift and the diffusion terms
in (1b) with Euler’s implicit and explicit method, respec-
tively. Between measurement k and k+1, we compute Nk
time steps. In each time step, we solve Rk,n+1 = 0 for
wk,n+1 = [xk,n+1; yk,n+1; zk,n+1] where
Rk,n+1 = Rk,n+1(wk,n+1;xk,n, yk,n, uk, dk)
= Rk,n+1(xk,n+1, yk,n+1, zk,n+1;xk,n, yk,n, uk, dk)
=
[
Dk,n+1(xk,n+1, yk,n+1;xk,n, yk,n, uk, dk)
G(xk,n+1, yk,n+1, zk,n+1)
]
.
(3)
The discretized stochastic differential equations are
Dk,n+1 = Dk,n+1(xk,n+1, yk,n+1;xk,n, yk,n, uk, dk)
= xk,n+1 − F (yk,n+1, uk, dk)∆tk,n
− σ(yk,n, uk, dk)∆ωk,n − xk,n. (4)
We sample the increments, ∆ωk,n, from N(0, I∆tk,n). We
solve Rk,n+1 = 0 with an inexact Newton method:
wl+1k,n+1 = w
l
k,n+1 +∆w
l
k,n+1. (5)
In each Newton iteration, we solve
M∆wlk,n+1 = −Rk,n+1(wlk,n+1), (6)
for the Newton step. The iteration matrix, M , is
M ≈ ∂Rk,n+1
∂wk,n+1
=
 I −
∂F
∂y
∆tk,n 0
∂G
∂x
∂G
∂y
∂G
∂z
 . (7)
4. STATE AND DISTURBANCE ESTIMATION
In order to estimate the disturbances, we augment the
stochastic DAE system (1) with a stochastic differential
equation for the disturbance variables:
G(x(t),y(t), z(t)) = 0, (8a)
dx(t) = F (y(t), u(t),d(t))dt+ σ(y(t), u(t),d(t))dω(t),
(8b)
dd(t) = σddωd(t). (8c)
The measurement equations (2) remain unchanged. We
use σd to tune the filter. We initialize the continuous-
discrete EKF with xˆ0|−1 = x0, dˆ0|−1 = d0, P xx0|−1 = P
xx
0 ,
P dx0|−1 = 0, and P
dd
0|−1 = P
dd
0 . d0 is an initial estimate of the
disturbance variables. We use P dd0 for tuning of the filter.
4.1 Measurement-update
The one-step ahead prediction of the measurements,
yˆmk|k−1, and its approximate covariance, Tk|k−1, are
yˆmk|k−1 = H(yˆk|k−1), (9a)
Tk|k−1 = CkP xxk|k−1C
′
k + Tk, (9b)
where
Ck =
∂H
∂y
(yˆk|k−1)
∂yˆk|k−1
∂xˆk|k−1
. (10)
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The sensitivities,
∂yˆk|k−1
∂xˆk|k−1
and
∂zˆk|k−1
∂xˆk|k−1
, satisfy
[
∂G
∂y
∂G
∂z
]
∂yˆk|k−1
∂xˆk|k−1
∂zˆk|k−1
∂xˆk|k−1
 = −∂G∂x . (11)
The innovation error is
ek = y
m
k − yˆmk|k−1, (12)
and the Kalman filter gain matrices are
Kfx,k = P
xx
k|k−1C
′
kT
−1
k|k−1, (13a)
Kfd,k = P
dx
k|k−1C
′
kT
−1
k|k−1. (13b)
The filtered estimates of the states and disturbance vari-
ables and their covariance matrices are
xˆk|k = xˆk|k−1 +Kfx,kek, (14a)
dˆk|k = dˆk|k−1 +Kfd,kek, (14b)
P xxk|k = P
xx
k|k−1 −Kfx,kTk|k−1K ′fx,k, (14c)
P dxk|k = P
dx
k|k−1 −Kfd,kTk|k−1K ′fx,k, (14d)
P ddk|k = P
dd
k|k−1 −Kfd,kTk|k−1K ′fd,k. (14e)
4.2 Time-update
We compute the one-step ahead predictions at time tk+1
by solving
xˆk(tk) = xˆk|k, (15a)
G(xˆk(t), yˆk(t), zˆk(t)) = 0, t ∈ [tk; tk+1], (15b)
dxˆk(t) = F (yˆk(t), u(t), dˆk(t))dt, t ∈ [tk; tk+1], (15c)
where u(t) = uk|k and dˆk(t) = dˆk|k. In order to com-
pute the one-step ahead predictions of the covariance
matrices, we compute the sensitivities, Φxx(t, s) =
∂xˆk(t)
∂xˆk(s)
,
Φyx(t, s) =
∂yˆk(t)
∂xˆk(s)
, Φzx(t, s) =
∂zˆk(t)
∂xˆk(s)
, Φxd(t, s) =
∂xˆk(t)
∂dˆk(s)
,
Φyd(t, s) =
∂yˆk(t)
∂dˆk(s)
, and Φzd(t, s) =
∂zˆk(t)
∂dˆk(s)
, by solving
∂G
∂x
Φxx(t, s) +
∂G
∂y
Φyx(t, s) +
∂G
∂z
Φzx(t, s) = 0, (16a)
∂G
∂x
Φxd(t, s) +
∂G
∂y
Φyd(t, s) +
∂G
∂z
Φzd(t, s) = 0, (16b)
dΦxx(t, s)
dt
=
∂F
∂y
Φyx(t, s), (16c)
dΦxd(t, s)
dt
=
∂F
∂y
Φyd(t, s) +
∂F
∂d
Φdd(t, s), (16d)
where Φxx(s, s) = I, Φxd(s, s) = 0, and Φdd(t, s) = I. The
covariance matrices are given by (Jørgensen et al., 2007)
P xxk (t) = ΦxxP
xx
k|kΦ
′
xx +ΦxdP
dx
k|kΦ
′
xx
+Φxx(P
dx
k|k)
′Φ′xd +ΦxdP
dd
k|kΦ
′
xd
+
∫ t
tk
Ωxx(t, s)Ωxx(t, s)
′ +Ωxd(t, s)Ωxd(t, s)′ds,
(17a)
P dxk (t) = ΦddP
dx
k|kΦ
′
xx +ΦddP
dd
k|kΦ
′
xd
+
∫ t
tk
Ωdd(t, s)Ωxd(t, s)
′ds, (17b)
P ddk (t) = ΦddP
dd
k|kΦ
′
dd +
∫ t
tk
Ωdd(t, s)Ωdd(t, s)
′ds, (17c)
where the sensitivity matrices are evaluated at t and tk,
e.g. Φxx = Φxx(t, tk), and
Ωxx(t, s) = Φxx(t, s)σ(yˆk(s), u(s), dˆk(s)), (18a)
Ωxd(t, s) = Φxd(t, s)σd, (18b)
Ωdd(t, s) = Φdd(t, s)σd. (18c)
4.3 Numerical solution of the time-update equations
We solve the time-update equations (15) with Euler’s
implicit method, i.e. we solve the equations[
Dk,n+1(xˆk,n+1, yˆk,n+1; xˆk,n, uk|k, dˆk|k)
G(xˆk,n+1, yˆk,n+1, zˆk,n+1)
]
= 0, (19)
where the discretized differential equations are
Dk,n+1 = xˆk,n+1 − F (yˆk,n+1, uk|k, dˆk|k)∆tk,n − xˆk,n.
(20)
The sensitivities satisfy I −
∂F
∂y
∆tk,n 0
∂G
∂x
∂G
∂y
∂G
∂z
[Φxx ΦxdΦyx Φyd
Φzx Φzd
]
=
[
I
∂F
∂d
∆tk,n
0 0
]
,
(21)
where the sensitivity matrices are evaluated at tk,n+1
and tk,n, e.g. Φxx = Φxx(tk,n+1, tk,n). We discretize the
integrals in (17) with a right rectangle quadrature rule:
P xxk,n+1 = ΦxxP
xx
k,nΦ
′
xx +ΦxdP
dx
k,nΦ
′
xx +Φxx(P
dx
k,n)
′Φ′xd
+ΦxdP
dd
k,nΦ
′
xd + (ΩxxΩ
′
xx +ΩxdΩ
′
xd)∆tk,n,
(22a)
P dxk,n+1 = P
dx
k,nΦ
′
xx + P
dd
k,nΦ
′
xd +ΩddΩ
′
xd∆tk,n, (22b)
P ddk,n+1 = P
dd
k,n +ΩddΩ
′
dd∆tk,n. (22c)
The sensitivities and the matrices Ωxx, Ωxd, and Ωdd,
in (22) are evaluated at tk,n+1 and tk,n. The sensitivity
matrices in (22) are therefore the ones that we solve (21)
for. We have exploited that Φdd(t, s) = I in (21) and (22).
5. DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION
We assume that there is one control interval in between
measurements. At sample time tk, we solve the OCP
min
[x(t);y(t);z(t)]
tk+Nh
tk
,{uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k
φ
(
[y(t);u(t); d(t)]
tk+Nh
tk
)
,
(23a)
subject to
x(tk) = xˆk|k, (23b)
G(x(t), y(t), z(t)) = 0, t ∈ [tk, tk+Nh ], (23c)
x˙(t) = F (y(t), u(t), d(t)), t ∈ [tk, tk+Nh ], (23d)
u(t) = uj|k, t ∈ [tj , tj+1[, j = k, . . . , k +Nh − 1, (23e)
d(t) = dˆj|k, t ∈ [tj , tj+1[, j = k, . . . , k +Nh − 1, (23f)
{uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ∈ U , (23g)
where the objective function, φ, is in Lagrange form:
φ
(
[y(t);u(t); d(t)]
tk+Nh
tk
)
=
∫ tk+Nh
tk
Φ(y(t), u(t), d(t))dt.
(24)
We consider a control and prediction horizon of Nh control
intervals. [x(t); y(t); z(t)]
tk+Nh
tk
is a vector of dependent
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optimization variables, and {uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k are independent
optimization variables. The DAE system (23c)-(23d) is
deterministic, i.e. there is no process noise. (23e)-(23f)
are zero-order-hold parametrizations of the manipulated
inputs and the disturbance variables, and (23g) are con-
straints on the manipulated inputs. We assume that dˆj|k =
dˆk|k for j = k + 1, . . . , k + Nh − 1. The OCP (23) needs
the current estimates of the states, xˆk|k, and disturbance
variables, dˆk|k. They are computed by the continuous-
discrete EKF.
5.1 Single-shooting
We use the single-shooting algorithm described by Ritschel
et al. (2018) to solve the OCP (23). We define the objective
function, ψ, as
ψ = ψ({uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ; xˆk|k, {dˆj|k}k+Nh−1j=k )
=
{
φ : (23b)-(23f)
}
. (25)
That is, ψ is the objective function φ in (24) evalu-
ated using the solution of the DAE system (23c)-(23d)
with the initial condition (23b) and the zero-order-hold
parametrizations of the manipulated inputs and the dis-
turbance variables (23e)-(23f). In the single-shooting ap-
proach, we solve the finite dimensional nonlinear program
min
{uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k
ψ = ψ({uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ; xˆk|k, {dˆj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ),
(26a)
s.t. {uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ∈ U . (26b)
We solve the DAE system (23c)-(23d) with Euler’s im-
plicit method. For each time step, we solve the residual
equations, Rj,n+1 = 0, for wj,n+1 where
Rj,n+1 = Rj,n+1(wj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k)
= Rj,n+1(xj,n+1, yj,n+1, zj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k)
=
[
Dj,n+1(xj,n+1, yj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k)
G(xj,n+1, yj,n+1, zj,n+1)
]
, (27)
and the discretized differential equations are
Dj,n+1 = Dj,n+1(xj,n+1, yj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k)
= xj,n+1 − F (yj,n+1, uj|k, dˆj|k)∆tj,n − xj,n. (28)
Furthermore, wj+1,0 = wj,Nj . We substitute the dis-
cretized DAEs (27) into (25) and approximate the integral
in (24) with a right rectangle quadrature rule:
ψ = ψ({uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ; xˆk|k, {dˆj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ) (29a)
=
{
φ =
k+Nh−1∑
j=k
Nj−1∑
n=0
Φj,n(yj,n+1, uj|k, dˆj|k) : (29b)
xk,0 = xˆk|k, (29c)
Rj,n+1(wj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k) = 0
}
. (29d)
n = 0, . . . , Nj − 1 and j = k, . . . , k +Nh − 1 in (29d) and
Φj,n(yj,n+1, uj|k, dˆj|k) = Φ(yj,n+1, uj|k, dˆj|k)∆tj,n. (30)
Proposition 1. Consider the function, ψ, defined in (29).
The gradients, ∇uj|kψ, can be computed by
∇uj|kψ =
Nj−1∑
n=0
(
∇uj|kΦj,n +
(
∂Rj,n+1
∂uj|k
)′
λj,n+1
)
, (31)
where the adjoints satisfy(
∂Rj,Nj
∂wj,Nj
)′
λj,Nj = −∇wj,NjΦj,Nj−1, (32)
for j = k +Nh − 1,(
∂Rj,n
∂wj,n
)′
λj,n = −
(
∂Rj,n+1
∂wj,n
)′
λj,n+1 −∇wj,nΦj,n−1,
(33)
for n = Nj − 1, . . . , 1 and j = k +Nh − 1, . . . , k, and(
∂Rj,Nj
∂wj,Nj
)′
λj,Nj =−
(
∂Rj+1,1
∂wj+1,0
)′
λj+1,1
−∇wj,NjΦj,Nj−1, (34)
for j = k +Nh − 2, . . . , k.
6. DYNAMIC UV FLASH SEPARATION
We consider the flash separation of a mixture of NC
components into a vapor phase (v) and a liquid phase
(l). The two phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium.
The vapor and liquid phases exit the separator from two
separate streams. The separator is supplied with a vapor-
liquid mixture through a feed stream. The separator is
cooled, Q(t) ≤ 0. The internal energy, U , and the total
amount of moles of each component, n, are described by
the conservation equations
U˙(t) = HvF (t) +H
l
F (t)−HV (t)−HL(t) +Q(t), (35a)
n˙i(t) = f
v
F,i(t) + f
l
F,i(t)− vi(t)− li(t), i = 1, . . . , NC .
(35b)
HvF and H
l
F are the vapor-liquid enthalpies of the feed
stream, and HV and HL are the enthalpies of the vapor
and liquid streams. Q is the heat flux from the external
cooling. fvF and f
l
F are vectors of the molar flow rates of
the feed stream, and v and l are vectors of the molar flow
rates of the vapor and liquid streams. The volume, V , of
the separator is fixed. The equilibrium temperature, T ,
pressure, P , and vapor-liquid compositions, nv and nl, are
the solution to the UV flash optimization problem:
max
T,P,nv,nl
S = Sv(T, P, nv) + Sl(T, P, nl), (36a)
s.t. Uv(T, P, nv) + U l(T, P, nl) = U, (36b)
V v(T, P, nv) + V l(T, P, nl) = V, (36c)
nvi + n
l
i = ni, i = 1, . . . , NC . (36d)
The UV flash optimization problem (36) is a mathematical
statement of the second law of thermodynamics, i.e. the
entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maximal. That
condition can be adapted to isothermal-isobaric (constant
temperature-constant pressure) systems in which case it
states that Gibbs energy, G, is minimal. That is the
condition that determines the molar flow rates of the feed
stream, fvF and f
l
F , based on the feed temperature, TF ,
pressure, PF , and total molar flow rates, fF :
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optimization variables, and {uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k are independent
optimization variables. The DAE system (23c)-(23d) is
deterministic, i.e. there is no process noise. (23e)-(23f)
are zero-order-hold parametrizations of the manipulated
inputs and the disturbance variables, and (23g) are con-
straints on the manipulated inputs. We assume that dˆj|k =
dˆk|k for j = k + 1, . . . , k + Nh − 1. The OCP (23) needs
the current estimates of the states, xˆk|k, and disturbance
variables, dˆk|k. They are computed by the continuous-
discrete EKF.
5.1 Single-shooting
We use the single-shooting algorithm described by Ritschel
et al. (2018) to solve the OCP (23). We define the objective
function, ψ, as
ψ = ψ({uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ; xˆk|k, {dˆj|k}k+Nh−1j=k )
=
{
φ : (23b)-(23f)
}
. (25)
That is, ψ is the objective function φ in (24) evalu-
ated using the solution of the DAE system (23c)-(23d)
with the initial condition (23b) and the zero-order-hold
parametrizations of the manipulated inputs and the dis-
turbance variables (23e)-(23f). In the single-shooting ap-
proach, we solve the finite dimensional nonlinear program
min
{uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k
ψ = ψ({uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ; xˆk|k, {dˆj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ),
(26a)
s.t. {uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ∈ U . (26b)
We solve the DAE system (23c)-(23d) with Euler’s im-
plicit method. For each time step, we solve the residual
equations, Rj,n+1 = 0, for wj,n+1 where
Rj,n+1 = Rj,n+1(wj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k)
= Rj,n+1(xj,n+1, yj,n+1, zj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k)
=
[
Dj,n+1(xj,n+1, yj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k)
G(xj,n+1, yj,n+1, zj,n+1)
]
, (27)
and the discretized differential equations are
Dj,n+1 = Dj,n+1(xj,n+1, yj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k)
= xj,n+1 − F (yj,n+1, uj|k, dˆj|k)∆tj,n − xj,n. (28)
Furthermore, wj+1,0 = wj,Nj . We substitute the dis-
cretized DAEs (27) into (25) and approximate the integral
in (24) with a right rectangle quadrature rule:
ψ = ψ({uj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ; xˆk|k, {dˆj|k}k+Nh−1j=k ) (29a)
=
{
φ =
k+Nh−1∑
j=k
Nj−1∑
n=0
Φj,n(yj,n+1, uj|k, dˆj|k) : (29b)
xk,0 = xˆk|k, (29c)
Rj,n+1(wj,n+1;xj,n, uj|k, dˆj|k) = 0
}
. (29d)
n = 0, . . . , Nj − 1 and j = k, . . . , k +Nh − 1 in (29d) and
Φj,n(yj,n+1, uj|k, dˆj|k) = Φ(yj,n+1, uj|k, dˆj|k)∆tj,n. (30)
Proposition 1. Consider the function, ψ, defined in (29).
The gradients, ∇uj|kψ, can be computed by
∇uj|kψ =
Nj−1∑
n=0
(
∇uj|kΦj,n +
(
∂Rj,n+1
∂uj|k
)′
λj,n+1
)
, (31)
where the adjoints satisfy(
∂Rj,Nj
∂wj,Nj
)′
λj,Nj = −∇wj,NjΦj,Nj−1, (32)
for j = k +Nh − 1,(
∂Rj,n
∂wj,n
)′
λj,n = −
(
∂Rj,n+1
∂wj,n
)′
λj,n+1 −∇wj,nΦj,n−1,
(33)
for n = Nj − 1, . . . , 1 and j = k +Nh − 1, . . . , k, and(
∂Rj,Nj
∂wj,Nj
)′
λj,Nj =−
(
∂Rj+1,1
∂wj+1,0
)′
λj+1,1
−∇wj,NjΦj,Nj−1, (34)
for j = k +Nh − 2, . . . , k.
6. DYNAMIC UV FLASH SEPARATION
We consider the flash separation of a mixture of NC
components into a vapor phase (v) and a liquid phase
(l). The two phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium.
The vapor and liquid phases exit the separator from two
separate streams. The separator is supplied with a vapor-
liquid mixture through a feed stream. The separator is
cooled, Q(t) ≤ 0. The internal energy, U , and the total
amount of moles of each component, n, are described by
the conservation equations
U˙(t) = HvF (t) +H
l
F (t)−HV (t)−HL(t) +Q(t), (35a)
n˙i(t) = f
v
F,i(t) + f
l
F,i(t)− vi(t)− li(t), i = 1, . . . , NC .
(35b)
HvF and H
l
F are the vapor-liquid enthalpies of the feed
stream, and HV and HL are the enthalpies of the vapor
and liquid streams. Q is the heat flux from the external
cooling. fvF and f
l
F are vectors of the molar flow rates of
the feed stream, and v and l are vectors of the molar flow
rates of the vapor and liquid streams. The volume, V , of
the separator is fixed. The equilibrium temperature, T ,
pressure, P , and vapor-liquid compositions, nv and nl, are
the solution to the UV flash optimization problem:
max
T,P,nv,nl
S = Sv(T, P, nv) + Sl(T, P, nl), (36a)
s.t. Uv(T, P, nv) + U l(T, P, nl) = U, (36b)
V v(T, P, nv) + V l(T, P, nl) = V, (36c)
nvi + n
l
i = ni, i = 1, . . . , NC . (36d)
The UV flash optimization problem (36) is a mathematical
statement of the second law of thermodynamics, i.e. the
entropy of a closed system in equilibrium is maximal. That
condition can be adapted to isothermal-isobaric (constant
temperature-constant pressure) systems in which case it
states that Gibbs energy, G, is minimal. That is the
condition that determines the molar flow rates of the feed
stream, fvF and f
l
F , based on the feed temperature, TF ,
pressure, PF , and total molar flow rates, fF :
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min
fv
F
,f l
F
G = Gv(TF , PF , f
v
F ) +G
l(TF , PF , f
l
F ), (37a)
fvF,i + f
l
F,i = fF,i, i = 1, . . . , NC . (37b)
(37) is called the PT flash optimization problem. The first-
order optimality conditions of (36) constitute the algebraic
equations (1a). We solve (35) and (36) simultaneously.
However, we nest the solution of (37) into the evaluation
of the right-hand side of (35). The properties in the right-
hand side of the conservation equations (35) are uncertain,
e.g. because of limited accuracy in the thermodynamic
parameters. The differential equations (35) are therefore
stochastic, and the process noise can be non-additive
depending on how the uncertain parameters enter into the
model equations (Kol˚as et al., 2009).
7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We consider the flash separation of a hydrocarbon mixture
in a 1 m3 separator. The feed mixture contains 60% C1,
10% C2, 5% C3, 23% n-C7, and 2% H2S. There are 6 states,
12 algebraic variables, and 7 adjoint algebraic variables.
We control the separation process over a time period of
8 h. The prediction and control horizon in the NMPC
algorithm is 6 h. The manipulated inputs are the heat flux,
Q, and the total flow rates of the vapor and liquid streams,
FV and FL. The total feed flow rate is FF = 12 kmol/h.
The objective of the NMPC algorithm is to minimize
the amount of energy spent on cooling, i.e. to maximize∫ 8h
0h
Q(t)dt (which is negative). There are upper bounds on
the H2S vapor mole fraction, yH2S ≤ 2%, and the pressure,
P ≤ 7.5 MPa. We incorporate those bounds into the objec-
tive function with logarithmic barrier functions. We incor-
porate bounds on the vapor fraction, β ∈ [0%, 100%], in a
similar manner. The feed temperature, TF , is an unknown
disturbance variable that we estimate. The initial estimate
of TF is equal to its true value. However, TF increases
with 5 K after 2 h. This increase is not known by the
NMPC algorithm. We use σd = 0.5 K and P
dd
0 = 0.25
2 K2
in the EKF. We measure the temperature and pressure
every 5 min. This is also the length of the control intervals.
The standard deviations of the temperature and pressure
measurement noises are 2.5 K and 0.05 MPa. The diffu-
sion coefficient is constant, i.e. σ(y(t), u(t), d(t)) = σ =
diag([σU ;σC1 ;σC2 ;σC3 ;σn-C7 ;σH2S]) where σU = 0.2 MJ,
σC1 = σC2 = σn-C7 = 2 mol, and σC3 = σH2S = 0.2 mol.
x0 is a steady-state of the system (when process noise is
disregarded), and P xx0 = σσ
′.
Fig. 1 shows a closed-loop simulation of NMPC of the
flash separation process. The upper bounds on yH2S and
P are satisfied throughout the entire simulation. Fig. 2
shows the estimated disturbance variable, TF , together
with the manipulated inputs, Q, FV , and FL. The EKF
is able to track the increase in TF , and the NMPC
algorithm is able to reduce the cooling and thereby lower
the energy consumption. The computation time of the
NMPC algorithm is between 0.21 s and 3.14 s in each of
the control intervals, and the average computation time is
0.64 s.
8. CONCLUSIONS
We present an NMPC algorithm for disturbance rejec-
tion in isoenergetic-isochoric flash processes (also called
UV flash processes). It estimates the states and the un-
known disturbance variables with the continuous-discrete
EKF and solves the involved OCPs with a single-shooting
method. The gradients are computed with an adjoint
method. It is natural for models of UV flash processes
to be in a semi-explicit index-1 stochastic DAE form. We
describe a model of a UV flash separation process in such
a form. We present a numerical example of economical
NMPC of the UV flash separation process. The example
involves constraints on the H2S vapor mole fraction and
the pressure, and the estimation is based on temperature
and pressure measurements. The NMPC algorithm is able
to estimate an unknown increase in the unmeasured feed
temperature while satisfying the constraints. The compu-
tation time is 3.14 s or less in all of the 5 min control
intervals which indicates that real-time NMPC of UV flash
processes is computationally feasible.
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